
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY

BEFORE THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

In the Matter of:
THE PROPOSED REVISION OF LOUISVILLE )
GAS AND ELECTRIC CONPANY OF ITS )
PURCHASED GAS ADJUSTMENT CLAUSE )

CASE NO. 9133
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IT IS ORDERED that Louisville Gas and Electric Company

("LGaE") shall file an ox iginal and seven copies of the following

information with the Commission within 2 weeks from the date of
this Ordex. If the infoxmation requested ox a motion fox an

extension of time is not filed by the stated date, the Commis-

sion may dismiss the case without. pxejudice.

1. What will the actual quarterly filings include2

Px'ovide samples of filings for the quarters used in Exhibit B of
the application. These filings should include vorkpapers fox" the

calculation of the Gas Cost Balance Adjustment.

2. Why are four months included in the Gas Supply Cost.

Component attachments in Exhibit B of the application2 If one

month is a revised estimate of the last month included in the

previous filing, how does it affect the filing2
3. Did LGaE examine the quarterly filing procedure used by

Delta Natural Gas Co., and that recently adopted by The Union

Light, Heat and Power Co.,2 Why did LGaE propose one balance



adjustment rather than an actual adjustment and a balance adjust-

ment2 What is the advantage of a running total in the balance

ad5 ustment as opposed to showing four segments and tracking back

to the over/under xecovery for any quax'ter?

4. Why has LGaE proposed a rate design that shows a

certain amount of gas cost in the base rate along with distribu-

tion cost? Did LGaE consider showing all gas cost as one separate

adjustment to the base rate which would be the amount assigned to

distribution cost2

5. Provide sample calculations to show how LGSE determined

the projected customer deliveries, storage withdrawals and expect-

ed puxchases used in Exhibit 8 of its application.
Done at Frankfort, Kentucky, this 26th day of October, 1984.
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ATTEST:

Secretary


